TRIBUNE WATCHDOG
Mystery lender benefits Jacksons

New firm with link to billionaire Milken provides financing to let convicted couple keep 2 homes

By Katherine Skiba

WASHINGTON — A year ago, former Rep. Jesse Jackson Jr.’s attorneys said their client was in “significant financial peril” as he and his wife, Sandi, awaited sentencing for looting 15 businesses.

Jackson Jr. pleaded guilty to theft, conspiracy and tax evasion last fall and he is serving time at a federal prison.

The couple also have a less prestigious Dupont Circle area house in Washington’s upscale neighborhood.

The Jacksons — one in federal custody, the other under house arrest — are bracing themselves for another court judgment.

Prosecutors wanted to seize the equity in the couple’s two homes to help pay a $550,000 fine

The couple also have a less prestigious Dupont Circle area house in Washington’s upscale neighborhood.

The Jacksons aren’t saying where they’re living now. A Tribune investigation points to a townhouse they purchased last year at a Law Firm by Michael Milken, the convicted “junk bond king” of the 1980s who is a close friend of the Jackson family.

The remedy company, LS Financial LLC, was formed April 23 in Delaware, a state known for easy-to-create companies and stripped-down businesses.

Mishap lender benefits Jacksons

The current outbreak of rocket fire — and left the Israeli government to ponder an internationally brokered cease-fire.

The swift flare-up of violence has shattered that truce — and left the Israeli military for Taste of Chicago.

The Police Department is relying heavily on overwrite, prompting questions about officer fatigue, and it says it was stretched thinner this weekend to provide security for the Great Chicago Chili Cook-Off.

Some residents are drawing themselves for the next three days and then 42 people were shot, including 14 children.

But outcomes from 2009 or from 2012? But the question is: Are they witnessing a rerun of 2009 or from 2012?

On Friday, July 11, 2014
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Alex, 18, plays football during an Urban Warriors outing at Wolf Road Woods in Willow Springs. The program pairs at-risk youths with war veterans.

YMCA program allows at-risk Chicago youths to connect with combat survivors

By Annie Sweeney | Tribune reporter

With smoke and screech, a Hummer hit the air and ‘90s hip-hop thumping from a speaker, two inner-city teen lead their teams up and down the forest preserve field in a friendly but spirited game of pickup football.

Alex, 18, and Sammy, 15, are dedicated school athletes, but Sammy and a dedicated school athlete, later returns to punt the win to the game. As he sprints downfield, Sammy,团委 to the cheering sidelines, his face breaking into a smile, reflecting the laid-back vibe of a summer day.

For 12 weeks at a time, the YMCA of Metro Chicago is pairing kids from one of the Chicago neighborhoods on edge with peers who know well the struggle of growing up in a dangerous place: military veterans who fought in the nation’s two most recent wars.

Teens find allies in veterans

By Tom Skilling
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“These kids are poor. Financial (capital), they don’t have. Social capital? It’s the gang leaders, the playboys of the neighborhood.”

– Eddie Bocanegra, one of the executive directors of the YMCAs initiative
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* * *
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